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Report on 

Inaugration of “Department Forum” 

On 11
th 

January, 2018 

                             Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering has taken a step forward 

to encourage students in their respective talents and created a platform called DEPARTMENT 

FORUM, which has been inaugurated on Jan 11, 2018. Under this FORUM IV,III,II 

B.TECH(EEE) and II,III diploma(DEEE) has been involved. Mrs B.Nalini (Ph.d).,Asst Prof 

JNTUK - UCEV, Vizianagaram  is been invited as Chief Guest on this Occasion. 

                         Ms.M.Sree Devi asst prof., EEE hosted the Event which has been started 

with lightening the lamp by respected dignitaries at 10:00am followed by brief words from 

Mr.K.S.Ramanajaneyulu Assoc Prof.,HOD-EEE about department forum and its 

importance and he mentioned that maintenance of this  FORUM is completely in the hands of 

Students with HOD as advisory. 

 

 

 



 Later Mr.N.Sai Varma., correspondent, addressed the gathering and congratulated the EEE 

dept and mainly students for taking this step to inaugurate DEPATMENT FORUM and wished 

that many more platforms will be created for the improvement of student personal skills. 

Dr.K.Umakantham., Principal - NSRIT, gave examples of some of the platforms which 

were created in NIT & IIT’S and explained how they will help for students in improving their 

managing skills and personal development. Later he concluded by saying “This Inauguration is a 

starting step for  the students for turning into professionals”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms.Tulasi from DEEE VI Sem introduced the Guest to the gathering and invited her to give 

valuable massage to the students. 

 



Event chief Guest Mrs.B.Nalini, congratulated the Dept of EEE and explained about different 

qualities that students can aquire from this sort of FORUMS. Mainly she mentioned about Team 

work, Leadership and Managing skills that students will aquire by organizing the events, such 

as workshops, guest lectures, talent shows etc, under this type of student platforms. She also 

explained how these qualities in students will help him/her in getting a job and surviving the 

different situations and also how to manage his/her tasks.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Principal sir announced the STUDENT BEARERS for this DEPARTMENT FORUM who will 

represent the student community and control the activities  and maintain the FORUM. 

1. Mr.A. Raj Kumar   (IV EEE)            President 

2. Mr.S.A.Ali   (III EEE)                       Secretary 

3. Mr.N.Prasanna Kumar (III DEEE)    Joint Secretary 

4. P.Pavan Kumar (II EEE)                    Treasurer 

5. A.Sai Kumar  (II DEEE)                    Joint Treasurer 

ADVISORY : 

Mr.K.S.Ramanjaneyulu    HOD-EEE 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr.A.Raj Kumar introduced the different organizing members and duties of different positions, 

rules and regulations under this forum. He expressed his happiness in becoming President and 

said that he will try to represent his fellow mates with proper conduct and also represent their 

voice. Later he thanked everyone and management for encouraging this type of platform. 

Mrs.B.Nalini inaugurated the DEPARTMEN FORM LOGO which has been designed by 

the students 

 

E-MINDS stands for  ELECTRICAL MINDS which is the logo of this Department 

Forum. 



Event has been concluded by Ms.M.Sree Devi with vote of thanks mentioning every student, 

faculty member for making this event success and she mainly thanked Mrs.B.Nalini for 

accepting our invitation as Chief Guest for our event in spite of her busy schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOD – EEE                                                                                                         PRINCIPAL 


